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I. SYNOPSIS
The idea that quantum mechanics “becomes” classical
mechanics in the limit h → 0 (and in the limit c → ∞,
but that’s not treated here) is discussed using Ehrenfest’s
theorem.
II. THE MOMENTUM OPERATOR pxop = −ıh¯ ∂∂x
How is it possible that a wave function can in some
way imitate Newton’s Second Law?
We start with a definition of momentum.








where H, the Hamiltonian, has the form (for a one-








i.e., we are dealing with a conservative one dimensional
system, then
























































The integrals containing V cancel using the Hermitian
property of V over ψ. We are left with

















































each of which can be integrated twice by parts, yielding

































so that v = ∂ψ
∗
∂x .
























but the non integral parts of the above vanish, since the



















We integrate again by parts, with ∂ψ
∗
∂x dx as dv, and
∂(xψ)










































































































































which identifies the operator which we normally associate
with the linear momentum. So, Ehrenfest’s first theorem
recovers the operator definition of the linear momentum.
III. NEWTON’S SECOND LAW RECOVERED
Now we repeat the above computation, but instead
look at the time rate of change of momentum, looking to
recover Newton’s 2’nd Law. We have




















































































































and again, when integrating by parts, the two terms re-
lated to the kinetic energy operator cancel. We are left
with


















































Clearly, we have obtained something akin to Newton’s
second law.
